
MEDIA STUDIES COMPARATIVE ESSAY

Media comparative essay - adverts. Extracts from this document Introduction. Adverts are used to promote products
though media sources. Advertising.

In this task the students are expected to explore and express the ideas around story and production elements
using paragraph essay structure through the images, sounds and text associated with the two films. Because
Tyler is invaluable to the story line she is given much more action than Romana. This is the scene where the
space ship goes over their head. Before that, it offers an overview of the evolution of politics and the economy
in Spain as the framework which helps to explain the transformation of the media. Administer Students were
given a week to complete this task. It suggests that the legacy of dictatorship helps to highlight some of the
differences in the politic-economic and jour-nalistic fields between Spain and other countries of the
Mediterranean or polarised pluralist media system. It provides students the opportunity to demonstrate their
understanding of specific media terminologies within their responses. They are brave, heroic and clever these
are some of the type of abilities needed â€” which have not changed over the years. For instance in the Leisure
Hive the Doctor and Romana are in the shot. Tyler and Romana are the same in the sense that they both want
to help, but overall Tyler swings it with the authentic acting, and genuine personality with really makes
differences to the viewer and how he or she portrays women now. It argues that after 40 years of democracy
and liberalisation, the Spanish model evinces some traces of a crisis of democratic values, which is not just a
legacy of its past but also a sign of a more general crisis affecting several established democracies. In general
both characters have got the characteristics to be successful assistants. Over the years people have slowly
began to stop speaking in Standard English. By then, most Western European countries had already admitted
the coexistence of private and public media and the social responsibility theory of journalism. Tyler and
Romana also get very different times on the screen. The task requires students to apply both production
elements and story elements in their analysis. From that They both have equal space, the doctor is standing
and is ready for action, but Romana is sitting down looking casual ready to sit and watch it all. In the new
series Tyler is given a much bigger part, she has more to say and do and is vital for the Doctors plans to
succeed. Most key points and advances in knowledge are made by Tyler, Romana on the other hand does help
but she is also a slight hindrance. Use Students will receive individual, constructive feedback on their work.
Record The finished works will be uploaded to Compass Learning Tasks. Tyler has more to say and do than
Romana who is basically a background support actor. Tyler wears more casual and unisex clothes like jeans,
trainers and a tee shirt while Romana is wearing a much more eccentric dress and heels. Many different things
have happened, that have affected the way we watch, and portray women in British society. Spain: Traces of
the Authoritarian Past or Signals of a Western Neo-Authoritarian Future Spain is considered a young
democracy in Western Europe, as it had to wait until the death of the dictator Franco in to leave behind the
fascism and authoritarianism that had been beaten by other Western countries in  Many things have happened
since the release of The Leisure Hive. Construct Outstanding Student shows clear and consistent analysis,
accurately using technical language, drawing links between the two texts. Students will receive an email once
the marks have been finalised. Now we can look back and discuss what has not changed. Students have access
to the 2 texts to help them recall the components of specific elements for their analysis. This is also something
else that makes Tyler seem more genuine and realistic. Before the task, students have learnt all story and
production elements. They will be asked to reflect upon their work, and the feedback given to identify future
learning goals. This chapter looks at the evolution of the media in Spain since the beginning of
democratisation, focusing on three aspects identified by Hallin and Mancini as key media systems indicators:
public service broadcasting, private media and its correlation with politics, and the professional model of
journalism. Romana still speaks in Standard English.


